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WESCAPE:
PLANNING OR POLITICS?
By Prof Vanessa Watson
City and Regional Planning, University of Cape Town

In 2013 the City of Cape Town applied to the Western
Cape Ministry of Local Government, Environmental
Affairs and Development Planning to approve an
amendment of the Cape Town Spatial Development
Framework (CTSDF), particularly the urban edge, to
facilitate the proposed Wescape development north of
Cape Town. This recommendation contravened the
recently approved CTSDF, which was approved in
terms of Section 4(6) of the Land Use Planning
Ordinance, and signed by the minister on the 8th May
2012. It was also contrary to the strong recommendations against the proposal put forward by the spatial
planning and other departments in the City of Cape
Town, SAPI, SAACCP, UDISA, and a number of UCT
planning academics. The proposal also violates the
safety zone requirements of Koeberg. Yet late last
year the Provincial Minister signed an approval for
this amendment to the SDF, paving the way for the
developers to go ahead with impact assessments and
re-zoning of the agricultural land where this ‘new city’
will be sited.
But
what
is
Wescape?
The
developers
(Communitgrow) describe it as a new city for 800,000
people on 31sq hectares, providing 200,000 homes
(half of these for gap and low income families),
200,000 jobs, 400 educational facilities, 30 health
facilities, 370 public service facilities, 648 public open
spaces, and taking 20 years to build – all with private
sector funding. It lies some 25km north of central
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Cape Town and off any present public transport
routes or bulk infrastructure links. It is not surprising
that many of those with planning expertise have been
both sceptical of these claims and concerned about
outcomes.
It will be interesting to see if a developer can indeed
make a profit while paying for bulk infrastructure and
public facilities (capital and operating costs), particularly when a sizeable component of the population is
low income. Creating this large number of jobs
through construction of the city and services to the
population located there may also prove to be overoptimistic. There are also real concerns about where
800,000 people will come from (Cape Town only grew
by 700,000 in the last 10 years according to the
census, and the growth rate is dropping). Wescape is
not an attractive location with respect to proximity to
jobs, public transport and other facilities. If the
developer’s promises of these are not met, Wescape
will follow the example of nearby Atlantis where for
decades occupants have had to take the long and
expensive commute back to Cape Town for many
basic needs. Locating poor households at this
distance, when land is available within the existing
urban edge, is ethically questionable. Certainly the
City of Cape Town should seek guarantees that the
developer will not bail after achieving land rezoning or
partial development, leaving the City to pick up the
costs. One reason this kind of ‘leap-frog sprawl’ is
curbed in many parts of the world is the high infrastructure costs incurred by these developments.
One has to wonder why the City of Cape Town puts
effort and resources into metropolitan SDFs only to
overturn them straight afterwards at developer request. Planning no, but politics, maybe.
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Message from the CEO
As we start 2014 with the first SACPLAN Bulletin for
2014 I would like to wish all planners a fruitful and
blessed 2014. The article on the cover of this
SACPLAN Bulletin was written by Prof Vanessa
Watson and is published to encourage a debate
under planners. You are welcome to forward me your
comments and opinions. A selection of these will
then be published in the next issue of the SACPLAN
Bulletin.
The SACPLAN Bulletin also previously reported on
the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act,
2013 (SLUMA). In this Bulletin you will find the first in
a series of feedbacks on the progress with the
implementation of the SLUMA directly from the
Branch: Spatial Planning and Land Use Management
at the Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform.

(Volume 3 Issue 4) of the SACPLAN Bulletin on the
Competency and Standards generation project. The
project is set to assist the SACPLAN to provide
guidelines for curriculum development, guidelines for
registration, as well as frameworks that will inform the
OSD as well as the OFO for local government. This
will be followed by the identification and development
of legislative amendments to the Planning Profession
Act, 2002, Regulations, and Rules; the development
of Accreditation Criteria for planning programmes
and planning schools/departments; the development
of a Continuous Professional Development (CPD)
policy and procedure; the development of a Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) policy and procedure;
and an Examination system(s) as part of the registration process.

A workshop was held with the Committee of Heads
of Planning Schools (CHoPS) in January 2014.
Further workshops will be held during February with
specific focus groups. The documentation will be
We have focussed on four of the 11 Universities made available on the SACPLAN Website and your
offering planning programmes during 2013. In this inputs in this regards will be appreciated.
Bulletin we are focussing on the North-West
University (NWU).
There are two new features in this bulletin, one
being a page on News from the South African
Association of Consulting Professional Planners
(SAACPP) and the second, a page on the South
African Planning Institute (SAPI). Please read more
in those sections on what these two Voluntary
Associations are busy with.
The Research and Policy Branch of the Development
Planning and Environmental Management Unit of the
eThekwini Municipality has commissioned a study to
investigate the impact of, in particular, Part XA of the
National Building Regulations, relating to energy in
buildings, and planning legislation on the pace of
development in the province. Read more on this in
this Bulletin. Planners are encourage to participate in
the questionnaire, just follow the link provided in the
SACPLAN Bulletin.
We have reported in the November 2013 issue
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scientific local knowledge by including stakeholders
such as three academic disciplines (urban planning,
urban ecology and art education), ward committee
members, students, various municipal departments,
public-private initiatives, the private sector and
community members to apply knowledge to real life
contexts. The project strongly relies on forming
partnerships with local communities as place-making
is considered an empowering process during which
people become actively involved in renovating,
Place-making in planning through community en- maintaining and representing the places in which
gagement - acting locally and thinking globally at they live.
the Urban and Regional Planning School, NorthWest University
Figure 1: The existing space in Ikageng

Focus on the
North-West University

Community engagement has become increasingly
important in the last decades at higher education
institutions and universities have begun to embrace a
scholarship of engagement. At the North-West
University in Potchefstroom, South Africa, this
tendency towards engagement has manifested as a
community-based research project at Urban and
Regional Planning. The project, coordinated by
Senior Lecturer Karen Puren, and referred to as the
“Local Space Global Place” (LSGP) initiative, aims to
transform local open spaces to vibrant public places
for communities. By acting locally and responding on
a local level, the project contributes to the global
movement in urban planning and design that aims to
revive and restore disintegrating public spaces as the
heart of urban living.
The pilot study of the LSGP project (a small road
Public open spaces are especially important in South reserve of approximately 1000m² in size) was
African communities where high residential densities conducted in Ikageng (translated from Northern
prevail in many parts of the country and communities Sotho to English as “we built for ourselves”). The
lack spaces for social interaction. Simultaneously Ikageng community was formerly subjected to forced
open spaces are important to maintain and contribute removals by the Group Areas Act (Act no 41 of 1950)
to the maintenance of natural ecological processes in during the Apartheid regime and is a community that
cities. The LSGP project therefore further aims to is currently facing stark socio-economic realities such
support and contribute to the local greening strategy as employment, basic services and quality public
of Potchefstroom by integrating knowledge of urban spaces. The local community identified the lack of
design and creative arts with urban ecology.
open spaces and the poor quality of the existing open
The LSGP project takes a transdisciplinary approach spaces as a preferred focus for future intervention.
as point of departure. It combines scientific and non- The pilot study involved intensive on-site focus group
SACPLAN’s VISION
To pioneer the founding spirit of innovation in the facilitation of sustainable and inclusive development in the planning profession.
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discussions with the community, (figure 2), interviews
and a collaborative design workshop (figure 3) that
culminated in a concept design for implementation
(figure 3). The final phases of the project, including
an implementation and maintenance plan, are
currently being negotiated with the community. A
celebration of this project (as one of many in the
future) is planned for World Town Planning Day (8
November) on the site to commemorate planning as
an inititative and tool to enhance people’s lives. The
celebration will also serve to
reflect on this
experience of place-making.
Figure 2: Focus group discussions with the
community

Figure 4: The concept design

The project has thus far shown that communities do
not experience spaces as mere neutral backdrops to
people’s lives, but as spaces endowed with meaning
and values. Place incorporates physical dimensions,
social relations, symbolic meanings and subjective
human experience of space and therefore needs to
proactively include communities as partners in placemaking projects.

Feedback on SPLUMA
Branch: SPLUM—DRDLR

Figure 3: Design workshop community

The Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Bill,
prepared by the Department of Rural Development
and Land Reform in association with a range of key
stakeholders, was approved with minor amendments
by the National Assembly on 27 February 2013. The
National Council of Provinces approved the Bill,
without further amendments, on 18 June 2013.
The Bill was assented to by the President on 2
August 2013 and gazetted on 5 August 2013 as the
Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, No.
16 of 2013.
The new Act seeks to bridge the racial divide in
spatial terms and to enable transformation of the
settlement patterns of this country in a manner that
gives effect to the key constitutional provisions, by
the introduction of a new approach to spatial planning
and land use management, based on the following
instruments:
Development principles, norms and standards that
must guide spatial planning, land use management
and land development,

Follow us on Twitter @SACPLAN1
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Spatial development frameworks, to be prepared by
national, provincial and local government,

Know your Council Member

Land use schemes to manage and facilitate land use
and land development, and
Land development management procedures and
structures for dealing with land development
applications.
The Department of Rural Development and Land
Reform (the Department) has prepared an
Implementation and Change Management Plan for
the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act
(SPLUMA) that will guide the transition from the
current planning system, which is rooted mainly in the
provincial Ordinances and remaining apartheid
legislation governing former Black areas, to the new Prof Mfaniseni (Fana) Sihlongonyane is an associate
planning system ushered in by SPLUMA.
professor and convenor of Undergraduate Studies in
A core component of the Implementation and Change the Planning Programme, School of Architecture &
Management Plan is the ability of government to Planning and a Hall Coordinator at Earnest Oppenimplement the Act. The Department is working heimer Hall, Parktown. His research interests spread
closely with national and provincial government over a wide range of theoretical, applied and policy
departments to ensure their readiness to implement arenas in the global as well as African realms of dethe Act. However, the priority of the Department is to velopment. The research encompasses principally
ensure that local government is ready to implement the interface between development and urban studSPLUMA. The Department is therefore assessing ies largely within the context of the poignant dynamthe state of readiness of municipalities to implement ics of the political economy in Africa.
SPLUMA, and is preparing various support measures Over the years, he has worked and published in areto assist and guide municipalities in the as of land reform, planning, gender, spatial developimplementation of the Act.
ment, urban politics, local economic development,
The level of readiness of the local government community development, and African city. The analysphere in particular to implement SPLUMA will be the sis of these topics is drawn from a wide range of diskey to determining the commencement date of the ciplines which include: economics, history, sociology,
new Act. It is expected that municipalities, with the anthropology, political and geography. More so, his
support of national and provincial government, will insights in the exploration of these areas are draw
have the necessary action plans in place to enable from his experience as an African. He is currently the
SPLUMA to be brought into operation in the second Alternate Chairperson of the SACPLAN Council.
half of 2014.
The successful enactment of SPLUMA may largely
be ascribed to the extensive process of consultation
with government, civil society and private sector
stakeholders. These roleplayers helped shape the
structure and content of the Act, and their further
participation will be critical to ensure that SPLUMA is
effectively implemented.

Call for Articles
SACPLAN Bulletin urge all registered persons to
contribute to this newsletter and to share interesting news, dates, facts, happenings, projects,
etc. regarding planning and development issues.
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News from SAACPP
The South African Association of Consulting Pro- 
fessional Planners (SAACPP) representing Planning Practitioners in private practice was established 
in 1986 with a view to promoting the consulting profession and protecting the interests of its members
and to set and maintain an appropriate standard of
professional service rendered to those who make use
of professional planners in the property development
field.

the rendering of an effective planning service to
the community; and
the promotion of the professional interests, rights
and responsibilities of consulting planners.

The SAACPP is a Recognised Voluntary Association
as contemplated in the Planning Profession Act, 2002
(Act 36 of 2002) and functions in collaboration with
and under the auspices of the Statutory South African
Council for Planners (SACPLAN), appointed by the
Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform to
protect the interests of the broader public and those
who make use of the services of Professional Planners in South Africa.
Membership of the SAACPP is made up of firms,
companies or partnerships active within the private
planning sector. Each SAACPP member is required
to have in its employ at least one Principal who is a
Registered Professional Planner as contemplated in
the Planning Professions Act, 2002 (Act 36 of 2002).
From this it follows that the services rendered by
members of the SAACPP remain under statutory pro- SAACPP office contact details:
fessional scrutiny by SACPLAN and, in turn, requires
NORTH REGION
SOUTH REGION
of members to hold appropriate professional indemnity insurance to safeguard those who make use of Chairperson: Peter Dacomb Chairperson: Ansa Ferreira
Tel: +27 12-3621741
their professional services.
Email:
Mission of the SAACPP
To create a better quality of life for South Africans,
the SAACPP has as its mission, to enhance the profession of consulting planning through:




continued maintenance and promotion of professional, moral and ethical standards amongst
members;
the promotion of competent and efficient professional practise amongst members;

Fax: +27 12-362 0983
E-mail: info@saacpp.org.za
Webpage:
www.saacpp.org.za

ansa.ferreira@telkomsa.net
Vice Chairperson: Simon
Beamish
Cell: 083 255 7656

Physical address:

Fax: 086 585 6607
Corner Brooklyn Road and
Email: simon@sibane.co.za
First Street, Menlo Park
Postal address:

Postal address:

P O Box 36086,

P O Box 44459, Claremont

Menlo Park, 0102

Cape Town, 7735
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News from SAPI
The South African Planning Institute is excited about
what lies ahead for 2014 and we would like to invite
all SAPI members and town planning professionals to
participate in the events and initiatives of SAPI this
year. We would like to bring the following events to
your attention:

Tel: 082-575-1935,
Fax: 086-505-9749
Email: ilettePDC@sapi.org.za or
infoPDC@sapi.org.za

Planning Africa E Magazine:
Planning Africa 2014 19-22 October 2014, Durban Following on the success of the launch issue in NoICC:
vember 2013, the second publication for Planning
Registrations for 6th Planning Africa Conference are Africa E Magazine is due for the end of February
open on the SAPI website: www.sapi.org.za, and we 2014. Publishing on a quarterly basis, Planning Afriurge planners to make use of our Early Bird Registra- ca is a digital magazine who`s aim is to promote
tion fee. Abstracts can also be submitted through the planning as a discipline and the interests of the planwebsite and we want to encourage practitioners to ning profession as a whole. The magazine is elecsubmit papers or case studies for existing projects.
tronically distributed to all SAPI members including to
the Asset Publishing database of 20 000. Contact the
SAPI Professional Development Centre (PDC):
publisher Tony Korsten on 011 640 1684, 083 410
This SAPI training cen- 0144 or tony@assetmag.co.za should you be intertre will serve as the ve- ested in participating in the publication by way of edihicle through which SA- torial submissions and of course advertising support.
PI Professional Devel- Your advertising/sponsorship support is critical in
opment initiatives will sustaining this important publishing initiative and astake place. SAPI invites and encourages all role play- sists in spreading the message of planning to a wide
ers in the Town Planning community to get involved audience. Read the launch issue - http://
with the PDC. Companies, organs of state and indi- assetmag.co.za/planningafrica-issue1/files/2.html
viduals that offer training, workshops or seminars on
any topic relevant to the Planning profession can reg- SAPI Website:
ister on the PDC Training-Database.. Please note We are constantly updating our SAPI Website with
that the following dates for upcoming events:
the Latest News and Upcoming Events in an effort to
 SPLUMA: 26 February in Gauteng: How will provide better communication and service to our
members. SAPI Members can log in to the website
SPLUMA affect you daily
to view the MY SAPI, members only area, which con Sustainability: 7 March in Bloemfontein: Sustainatain information regarding bursaries, job advertisebility Business-not-as-usual
ments as well as a Document Library. SAPI Mem Land Tenure: End March in Polokwane: Land bers can contact our National SAPI Office should
Tenure Troubles Solved
they have content to add or if they have enquiries
Future Courses: Internship Excellence, Making Small regarding membership status or log in procedure.
Towns great Places, Rural Development or Rural Please contact Cornelia van der Bank and Janice
Sustainability, Mentoring Planners and more.
Siphoro, at our Midrand offices: (011) 655 77369 or
For more information, please contact Ilette email us at info@sapi.org.za
Swanevelder at the SAPI Professional Development
Centre,
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Exploring the Impact of the
Application of the National Building
Regulations and Planning
Legislation on Development
The Research and Policy Branch of the Development
Planning and Environmental Management Unit of the
eThekwini Municipality has commissioned a study to
investigate the impact of, in particular, Part XA of the
National Building Regulations, relating to energy in
buildings, and planning legislation on the pace of development in the province, but focused on the
eThekwini region.
Part XA of the National Building Regulations has
been controversial with certain architects and building
designers following its initial coming into effect in
2011. While there was a certain window period allowed for projects already commenced prior to the
effective date, this period has now lapsed and all new
buildings are obliged to conform fully to Part XA read
with SANS 10400 Part XA and certain aspects of
SANS 204. The requirements of Part XA deal with
matters such as the orientation of the building, solar
ingress and exclusion, water heating, ceiling, wall
and floor insulation, lighting, etc. This is further complicated by the fact that some communities are, less
able to afford the associated costs with these requirements than others and live on smaller erven where
there is far less flexibility in design solutions, particularly when undertaking alterations and additions to
existing structures.

mini or local planning act). By all accounts this approach is being actively supported by the Department
of Rural Development and Land Reform and MAY
eventually have a spill over effect in KwaZulu-Natal.
The outcome of the study should however be relevant and of interest to those outside of Durban. As
part of this study a comprehensive questionnaire has
been prepared for completions by those operating in
the built environment profession. While it is aimed
primarily aimed at architects, building designers and
planners, there is often overlap between the different
professions and others are accordingly also encouraged to complete the questionnaire. The questionnaire has been split into two portions, one aimed at
the architectural aspects and another aimed at the
planning aspects, but all parties are encouraged to
complete both portions if at all possible.
Your cooperation and patience in completing the
questionnaire is very much appreciated and should
add to the overall understanding of what people in
the field, both in the public and private sector, believe
about these and related matters.
The questionnaire is accessible by clicking on https://
docs.google.com/forms/
d/17sevk4JjORcJSVM6aokcWBFmYLkSdarX-EQBQFWbpw/viewform

News from the Gazettes
The following is a list of publications found in National
and Provincial Gazettes that might be of interest:


The planners on the other hand have had to deal with
uncertainty and changes in planning legislation from
mid 2010 when the majority of KZN Planning and Development Act became effective largely replacing the 
Natal Town Planning Ordinance. This transition is far
from over with no less than two new planning bills in
the wings, that are stumbling to get out the starting
blocks for various reasons, while the Spatial Planning 
and Land Use Management Bill, 2013 will purportedly
be operationalised later this year. To compound the
uncertainties, the Western Cape has been going
down a separate path with the intention of each municipality eventually having its own planning by-law (a

National
Environmental
Management
Act
(107/1998) - Publication of the Environmental
Impact Assessment Guideline for Aquaculture in
South Africa (National Gazettes, No 36894 of 03
October, 2013, 70 page(s).
Limpopo Business Registration Act (5/20032) Limpopo Business Registration Regulations,
2013 (Provincial Gazettes (Limpopo), No 2256 of
25 September, 2013, 138 page(s).
Amendment of Notice 3193 of 2013 in the
Provincial Gazette Extraordinary No 233 Dated
07 November 2013 in connection with the
increase in width of Provincial Road P126-1 - In
terms of section 11(3)(b) of the Gauteng
Transport Infrastructure Act, 2001 (Act No. 8 of
8

2001) the MEC for Roads and Transport,
amended Notice 3193 of 2013 in the Provincial
Gazette Extraordinary No 233 of 2013 dated 07
November 2013, by the substitution of the sketch
plan accompanying the aforementioned notice
with the accompanying sketch plan hereto.
Reference: 2/1/1/2/3/1-P126-1 MEC Resolution
011 Dated 04 July 2013.


Phokwane Local Municipality - Review of Municipal Spatial Development Framework.
The Phokwane Local Municipality gave notice, of
its intention to review its 2008-Spatial Development Framework/Land Development Plan for its
municipal area (hereafter referred to as the Spatial Development Framework or SDF, to be consistent with the Spatial Planning and Land Use
Management Act, 2013). The purpose of the
Spatial Development Framework is to develop a
strategic, comprehensive and credible spatial
development framework that will address spatial,
environmental and economic issues faced by the
Local Municipality and all those that live and work
in it. This framework will, together with the Integrated Development Plan of the municipality,
guide all the efforts by the State and its non-State
partners to fight poverty and facilitate sustainable,

integrated, inclusive and equitable growth and
development of the municipality.
The review of the Phokwane Spatial Development
Framework will consist of the following phases:
1. Agreement on the Project Objectives, Approach, Methodology and Timeframes; 2. Identification and Description of the Spatial Developmental Challenges and Issues in the Municipality
and Definition of the Vision and Mission of the
Spatial Development Framework; 3. Analysis of
Spatial Development Patterns and Spatial Interpretation of Land-Use and Land Development
Patterns, Socio-Economic Trends and Environmental Patterns; 4. Preparation of the Draft
Phokwane Spatial Development Framework;
5. Achieving Support by the Community, Government Departments and the Private Sector for the
Draft Spatial Development Framework, which will
include the advertisement of the Draft Spatial Development Framework and a Public Comment
Period; and 6. Finalisation and Approval of the
Phokwane Spatial Development Framework by
the Municipal Council.
Local communities and local stakeholders have
been invited to public participation meetings to
contribute to, and participate in the process of
reviewing the Spatial Development Framework.

For Contributions to the SACPLAN Bulletin
Please contact Martin Lewis at planner@sacplan.co.za

To contact SACPLAN
International Business Gateway Office Park

PO Box 1084

Cnr New Road & 6th Road

Halfway House

Midridge Office Park

Midrand

1st Floor, Block G

1685

Tel: 011 318 0460 / 0437
Fax: 011 318 0405 / 086 549 4802
Email: planner@sacplan.co.za

www.sacplan.org.za
The individual opinions raised in the newsletter is
not that of SACPLAN or its Council Members.
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